





















































'OLDRUBY  GLASS  HAS  BEEN  A  FASCINATING  MATERIAL  FOR 
CENTURIES  !LTHOUGH  FEW  EXAMPLES  WERE  MANUFACTURED 
DURING THE TIME OF THE 2OMAN %MPIRE THE DOCUMENTED STORY 
OF THESE GLASSES STARTS IN  WITH THE 'ERMAN PHARMACIST 
AND  ALCHEMIST  *OHANNES  +UNCKEL  	  4HE  EPONYMOUS  RUBY 
COLOUR  IS  CAUSED  BY  EXCITATION  OF  A  COLLECTIVE  OSCILLATION 
OF  VALENCE  ELECTRONS  IN  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  CALLED 
SURFACE  PLASMON  RESONANCE  4HE  WAVELENGTH  OF  THE 
PLASMON  RESONANCE  DEPENDS  ON  THE  SIZE  SHAPE 
TOPOLOGY  AND  THE  DIELECTRIC  ENVIRONMENT  OF  THE  METAL 
CLUSTERS  	  !N  OUTSTANDING  PROPERTY  OF  SURFACE  PLASMONS 
IS  THE  POSSIBILITY  TO  GUIDE  LIGHT  IN  SUBWAVELENGTH  METALLIC 
STRUCTURES  (ENCE  SURFACE  PLASMONBASED  PHOTONICS  OR 
±PLASMONICS² IS THOUGHT TO BE AN UPCOMING KEY TECHNOLOGY 
FOR  SOLVING  THE DILEMMA OF MERGING MICROSCOPIC PHOTONICS 
AND  NANOSCOPIC  ELECTRONICS  IN  OPTOELECTRONIC  CIRCUITS 
	  )N  ADDITION  TO  THE  SURFACE  PLASMON  RESONANCE  THE 
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE OF GOLD CLUSTERS IS IN THE FOCUS OF MODERN 
RESEARCH  %VEN  THOUGH  INVESTIGATIONS  HAD  SHOWN  THAT  GOLD 
NANOPARTICLES  EMIT  LIGHT  WITH  EXTREMELY  LOW  QUANTUM 
YIELDS  $ICKSON  ET  AL  HAS  RECENTLY  REPORTED  ON  A  SIZE
DEPENDENT  LUMINESCENCE  IN  THE  VISIBLE  WITH  REMARKABLY 
HIGH QUANTUM YIELDS OF  VERY  SMALL DENDRIMER ENCAPSULATED 
GOLD  CLUSTERS  	  !NOTHER  HOT  TOPIC  IS  THE  QUESTION 
WHETHER  AND  UNDER  WHICH  CIRCUMSTANCES  GOLD  PARTICLES 
QUENCH  OR  ENHANCE  THE  LUMINESCENCE  OF  VICINAL 
MOLECULES  	  &OR  FURTHER  INVESTIGATIONS  AND  POSSIBLE 
APPLICATIONS  LIKE  THE  USAGE  AS  SENSOR  MATERIALS  OPTICAL 
STORAGE  MEDIA  OR  OPTOELECTRONIC  DEVICES  THE  SYNTHESIS  OF 
STABLE  NEARLY MONODISPERSE  CLUSTERS  OF  DIFFERENT  DIAMETERS 
IS  INDISPENSABLE  !T  THIS  POINT  THE  OLD  GOLDRUBY  GLASS 
COMES  INTO  PLAY  AGAIN  'OLD  PARTICLES  ARE  LONGTIME  STABLE 
IN GLASSY MATRICES AND CAN BE INVESTIGATED EASILY DUE TO THE 
TRANSPARENCY OF GLASS  IN  THE  VISIBLE  AND NEAR 56 7E COULD 
SHOW  THAT  DIFFERENT  DIAMETERS  OF  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  WITH 
NARROW  SIZE  DISTRIBUTIONS  ARE  ACCESSIBLE  WHEN  GOLD  DOPED 
SODALIMESILICATE  GLASSES  ARE  ACTIVATED  BY  SYNCHROTRON 
RADIATION AND SUBSEQUENTLY ANNEALED 	






TEMPERATURE  IN  THE  GLASSY  MATRIX  THEY  BECOME MOBILE  AT 











HUNDREDS  OF  MICRONS  OF  A  PHOTO  RESIST  $UE  TO  THE  SHORT 
WAVELENGTH USED DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURES WITH MICROMETER 
OR  SUBMICROMETER  RESOLUTION  IN  THE  LATERAL  GEOMETRY 
BUT  WITH  STRUCTURAL  HEIGHTS  UP  TO  MILLIMETRES  BECOME 
ACCESSIBLE 
!FTER  THE  SUCCESSFUL  SYNTHESIS  OF  GOLD  CLUSTERS  IN  GLASSES 
WITH  HARD  3YNCHROTRON 8RAYS  PATTERNING OF  THE  SAMPLES  BY 
8RAY LITHOGRAPHY IS SELFEVIDENT &OR THE LITHOGRAPHIC IRRADIATION 
OF  GOLD  CONTAINING  GLASSES  THE  ENTIRE  SPECTRUM  PROVIDED 








STEPS  &IRST A NEGATIVE  RESIST  35	  IS ALIGNED ON A GRAPHITE 
MEMBRANE  AND  PATTERNED  BY  USING  AN  OPTICAL MASK  AND  A 
56  LIGHT  SOURCE  4HE  NONIRRADIATED  RESIST  IS  THEN  DISSOLVED 














'LASSES  COMPOSED  OF    3I/ À   .A/ À  #A/  VALUES  IN 
MOL	 WERE  DOPED WITH   MOL  !U)))	  2EAGENT  GRADE 
3I/  .A#/  #A#/  AND  !U#LÀ(/ WERE  USED  AS  STARTING 
MATERIALS  !PPROXIMATELY   G  BATCHES  WERE  MIXED  AND 
MELTED  AT  #  FOR  MIN  IN  AN ELECTRIC  FURNACE  4HE 
GLASS MELT WAS THEN SLOWLY COOLED DOWN TO ROOM TEMPERATURE 














"OWMAN  3ERIES    ,UMINESCENCE  3PECTROMETER  EQUIPPED 
WITH A XENON  LIGHT SOURCE FOR EXCITATION AND A +6   LONG 





SILICON  DIOXIDE  SODIUM  AND  CALCIUM  CARBONATE  ARE  DOPED 
WITH   MOL  GOLD)))	  CHLORIDE  AND  SUBSEQUENTLY  THE 
MIXTURE  IS  MELTED  AT  #  FOR   MINUTES  AND  COOLED 
DOWN  0REVIOUS  INVESTIGATIONS  WITH  8!.%3  AND  -yBAUER 
SPECTROSCOPY  HAVE  SHOWN  THAT  GOLD  IS  MAINLY  IN  CATIONIC 
FORM  BEFORE  EITHER  ANNEALING  OR  ACTIVATION  	  &OR  THE 
NUCLEATION  AND  GROWTH  OF  THE  COLOURING  GOLD  COLLOIDS  A 
REDUCTION  OF  GOLD  IONS  TO  ELEMENTAL  GOLD  IS  NECESSARY 
4HIS  CAN  BE  REALISED  BY  A  LONGSOME  THERMAL  TREATMENT  	 






NANOPARTICLES  IS  INITIATED  BY  SUBSEQUENT  ANNEALING  7HILE 
&IGURE 
,IGHTMICROSCOPY IMAGE TAKEN OF STRUCTURES IN A GOLDRUBY GLASS WRITTEN 
WITH  SYNCHROTRON  8RAY  LITHOGRAPHY  AND  ANNEALED  FOR   MINUTES  AT 
# 4HE WIDTH OF LINES AND SPACES IS  M
'OLD "ULLETIN    








!FTER  ANNEALING  FOR    MINUTES  AT  #  THE  SAMPLE 
BECOMES  TRANSPARENT  AND  THE  CHARACTERISTIC  ¾UORESCENCE 
CANNOT  BE  DETECTED  ANY  LONGER  )N  THIS  WAY  IT  SHOULD  BE 
POSSIBLE  TO  WRITE  BY  ACTIVATION	  READ  BY  56  EXCITATION	 
AND  DELETE  BY  ANNEALING	  INFORMATION  IN  GLASSES  4HERMAL 
TREATMENT  LEADS  TO  A  RECOMBINATION OF  ELECTRONS  AND HOLES 
AND  CONSEQUENTLY  THE  GLASS  BECOMES  COLOURLESS  AGAIN  4HE 
COINCIDENCE  OF  GENERATION  AND  DELETING  OF  BOTH  DEFECT 
CENTRE  ABSORPTION  AND  OF  LUMINESCENCE  SUGGESTS  THAT  THE 
OBSERVED  RED ¾UORESCENCE COULD BE DUE  TO DEFECT CENTRES 
'LINKA  ET  AL  INVESTIGATED  THE  RED  PHOTOLUMINESCENCE  OF 
MESOPOROUS  SILICA  BY  DENSITY  FUNCTIONAL  CALCULATIONS  AND 
ATTRIBUTED THE EMISSION BETWEEN  AND  E6 TO  ISOLATED 
BULK  AND  SURFACE  NONBRIDGING  OXYGEN  CENTRES  	  "UT 




!S  REPORTED  RECENTLY  THERMAL  TREATMENT  OF  SYNCHROTRON 
ACTIVATED  GOLD  CONTAINING  GLASSES  AT  #  FOR  AT  LEAST 
 MINUTES  RESULTS  IN  THE GROWTH OF GOLD NANOPARTICLES  	 
4HESE COLLOIDS HAVE A CHARACTERISTIC  SIZE DEPENDENT SURFACE 
PLASMON  RESONANCE  IN  THE GREEN PART OF  THE  SPECTRUM AND 
HENCE  STRUCTURES  APPEAR  RUBY  &OR  INSTANCE    MINUTES 
ANNEALING AT # INDUCES THE GROWTH OF PARTICLES WITH AN 
AVERAGE  RADIUS  OF   NM  A  STANDARD  DEVIATION  OF   NM 
AND  A  SURFACE  PLASMON  RESONANCE  WAVELENGTH  AT   NM 










QUANTITATIVE  LUMINESCENCE  AND  ABSORPTION  MEASUREMENTS 
THE  ANNEALING  TIMES  WERE  INCREASED  BY  CHOOSING  A  LOWER 
TEMPERATURE  OF  #  !FTER    MINUTES  OF  THERMAL 
TREATMENT  A  SLIGHT  PEAK  IN  THE 566IS  ABSORPTION  SPECTRUM 
AT   NM  CAN  BE  ASSIGNED  TO  THE  GOLD  SURFACE  PLASMON 
RESONANCE ½GURE 	 &URTHER ANNEALING IS ACCOMPANIED WITH 








A  LATERAL  WIDTH  OF  MINIMUM   MM  ½GURE 	  "ECAUSE  THE 
ENTIRE  THICKNESS OF  THE GLASS WAS  IRRADIATED ASPECT  RATIOS OF 
MORE  THAN    WERE  ACHIEVED  4HE  OBTAINED  RESOLUTION  IS 
ALSO  THE  LIMIT OF  THE USED 8RAY MASK 7ITH HIGH  RESOLUTION 
















































½NDINGS  WITH  EXPERIMENTS  ON  SILVER  DOPED  GLASSES  4HE 
METHOD  OF  NUCLEATION  AND  GROWTH  OF  METAL  CLUSTERS  IN 
GLASSES WITH SYNCHROTRON RADIATION IS APPLICABLE TO SAMPLES 




LUMINESCENCE  CAN  BE  SEEN  UNDER  56  EXCITATION  WHICH  IS 
STRONGLY ENHANCED AFTER ANNEALING FOR  MINUTES AT # 
)N  THE  EMISSION  SPECTRUM  TWO  PEAKS  AT   AND   NM 
CAN  BE  IDENTI½ED  AFTER  EXCITATION  AT   NM  #OMPARISON 
OF  THE  ¾UORESCENCE  QUANTUM  DISTRIBUTION  CALCULATED  BY 
DIVIDING  THE ¾UORESCENCE  SPECTRUM BY  THE  INTEGRAL  OF  THE 
¾UORESCENCE  SPECTRUM	  OF  BOTH  LUMINESCENT  GOLD  AND 
SILVER  CONTAINING  GLASSES  LEADS  US  TO  THE  CONCLUSION  THAT 
THE  OBSERVED  LUMINESCENCE MECHANISM  IS  MOST  PROBABLY 
THE SAME ½GURE 	 /NLY A VERY WEAK PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 
IS DETECTED  IN  JUST AS  TREATED  REFERENCE GLASSES CONTAINING 
NEITHER  GOLD  NOR  SILVER  /BVIOUSLY  WE  OBSERVE  AN  INTRINSIC 
GLASS  LUMINESCENCE  ENHANCED  BY  GOLD  AND  SILVER 
RESPECTIVELY  4HIS  IS  IN  AGREEMENT  WITH  INVESTIGATIONS  OF 
+ROL ET AL WHO REPORTED ON A ¾UORESCENCE OF FEMTOSECOND 
LASERMODI½ED  GLASSES  	  )RRADIATION  OF  FUSED  SILICA 
WITH   FS  LASER  PULSES  FROM  AN  AMPLI½ED  4ISAPPHIRE 
LASER  OPERATING  AT   NM  RESULTS  IN  A  ¾UORESCENCE 
OF  THE  LASER  WRITTEN  LINES  4HEY  ASSIGN  THE  OBSERVED 
EMISSION  PEAKING  AT   NM  AND  EXCITED  AT   NM 
TO  NONBRIDGING  OXYGEN  HOLE  CENTRES  &URTHERMORE  THIS 
BAND  IS  ALSO  DETECTED WHEN  FUSED  SILICA  IS  IRRADIATED WITH 
8RAYS  NEUTRONS  OR  56  LASERS  	  (ENCE  WE  SUPPOSE 




)N  OUR  COMMUNICATION  WE  DESCRIBE  THE  GROWTH  OF  GOLD 
CLUSTERS WITH  TUNEABLE  RADII  BY  SYNCHROTRON  8RAY  ACTIVATION 
OF  SODALIMESILICATE  GLASSES  CONTAINING  GOLD  &OR  THE  ½RST 
TIME  WE  HAVE  SHOWN  THAT  BY  IMPLEMENTING  SYNCHROTRON 
8RAY  LITHOGRAPHY PLASMONIC OR  LUMINESCENT MICROSTRUCTURES 
DOWN  TO    MICROMETERS  CAN  BE  WRITTEN  IN  GLASSES 
3YNCHROTRON  ACTIVATION  INDUCES  A  RED  PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 
OF  THE  IRRADIATED  STRUCTURES WHICH  VANISHES  AFTER  ANNEALING 
THE  SAMPLE  AT  #  4HERMAL  TREATMENT  FOR    MINUTES 
AT  #  CAUSES  A  BRIGHT  YELLOWISHGREEN  LUMINESCENCE 
IN  THE  SYNCHROTRON  IRRADIATED  COLOURLESS  GOLD  CONTAINING 
GLASSES  4HIS  WAY  ±INVISIBLE²  INFORMATION  IS  STORED  INTO 
THE SAMPLES WHICH CAN BE READ OUT EASILY BY 56 EXCITATION AND 
¾UORESCENCE  DETECTION  4HE  OBSERVED  PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 
POSSIBLY  ENHANCED  BY  VERY  SMALL  GOLD  CLUSTERS  OR  ATOMS 
IS ASSIGNED TO SILICATE HOLE CENTRES #OLOURLESS MICROSTRUCTURES 
TURN  RUBY  AFTER  FURTHER  ANNEALING  AT  #  DUE  TO  THE 
SURFACE  PLASMON  RESONANCE  OF  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  )T  IS 
VERY  WELL  CONCEIVABLE  THAT  WRITING  READING  AND  DELETING 
EMISSIVE AND ABSORPTIVE STRUCTURES IN GOLDRUBY GLASSES WITH 


















Au glass; 5 minutes 500°C









#ONFOCAL  MICROSCOPE  ¾UORESCENCE  IMAGE  AT  ROOM  TEMPERATURE  OF  AN 
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